Title word cross-reference


.NET [1237, 2121, 1205, 866, 285, 974, 1349].

/ [51]. /garbage [1921].

'00 [2445, 33, 2447, 118, 119]. '01 [211]. 16-bit [856].


6 [1717]. 64 [233, 365, 204].

'99 [16, 17].

= [535].

abandoned [1033]. ABCD [90]. abduction [2195]. Abstract [1191, 18, 986, 371, 927, 2294, 2364, 2367,
Alternatives [190]. Ambient [246].
ambients [265, 491]. ambiguity [1550].
ambiguous [522]. amnesia [1143]. analogy [1921]. analyses [972, 1740, 2386, 2358, 560, 1009, 509, 1343, 2437, 1617, 2436, 561, 2032].
analyzable [697]. analyzer [810].
analyzers [1280]. Analyzing [488, 2125, 2319, 1834, 1593, 1543, 1592].
ant [195]. anthropology [2403]. antipatterns [1262]. any [1302].
anything [2244]. AOP [864, 1221, 1240, 1469, 967]. APE.FORTH [707]. aperiodic [1816]. API [2290, 1372].
archipelago [1980]. architect [1246].
Architectural
Archives [42, 1251]. archJava [1156, 1210].
ArchMatE [1461]. Area [1607, 333].
Aristotelian [178]. arithmetical [269].
arithmetics [1594]. Arity [2412].
Closures [1126, 1726]. Clowns [1953]. 
closure [1342, 1485, 912, 842]. closure-based [342, 512]. clustered [605, 606, 1837]. 
clusters [2240, 910, 1396]. CML [1750]. 
co-inductive [1736]. co-logic [2361]. 
co-weaving [1911]. coalescence [853]. 
coalescing [1823, 2349, 556, 2029]. 
co-location [1572]. coarse [2058, 1687, 851, 849, 2344, 1607]. 

coarse-grained [2058, 1687, 849, 2344, 1607]. coated [1614]. 
code-size [607]. CodeBricks [930]. 
Codebugger [28]. codesign [614]. 
collapsing [1409]. collected [1721, 359]. 
Collectors [234, 493, 761, 2208, 1812, 2012, 1811, 260]. 

Colored [249]. Coloring [1035, 1018, 608, 1020, 557, 1091, 2264]. 
COM [703]. combination [2191, 458]. 
Communicating [544, 1326]. 

Compiler-assisted [2275].

Compiler-Directed [205, 1512, 1836, 744, 612, 1605, 1567, 2274].

Compiler-managed [1846]. compiler/architecture [614]. Compilers [388, 11, 42, 387, 2025, 1112, 2044, 1534, 495, 750].

Compiling [1418, 1867, 875, 2094, 607, 835, 654, 579, 1720, 1051, 1119, 1827].

complement [1854]. Complementing [1410]. Complete [1058, 2231, 1148, 2033, 2035, 2090, 885, 2322, 1632, 1736].


Component [540, 379, 62, 1891, 370, 923, 1489, 1663, 1463, 1457, 1509, 2127, 1608, 1262, 561, 900, 1084, 369].


Java-based [1361]. Java-like [996, 1316].

JavaBeans [591, 1183, 1260, 1232, 863].

Javana [1652].

JavaScript [2305, 1437, 2419, 1742]. Jazzing [1128].

Jeanie [1884].

Jed [1081].

Jiazz [454].

JICC4 [34, 35].

Jini [551].

JIT [61, 750].

JIVE [1245].

jMock [1155].

job [1206].

Jobscheduling [206].

Join [2105].

joining [921].

joining/leaving [921].

Joint [1830, 669].

jokers [1953].

Jolt [2109].

JOY [861].

JQuery [1158].

JRA [1162].

JSE [441].

jStar [2114].

JTL [1648].

JUDO [64].

jump [1865, 515, 626].

jumps [1977].

June [2445, 2448, 2450, 540].

jungle [1372].

Jungloid [1372].

just [970, 603, 2341, 865, 944, 2044, 1657, 452, 820, 175].

just-in-time [2341, 865, 944, 2044, 1657, 452, 820, 175].

JVM [159, 2045, 2379, 889, 654].

JVMs [1128, 1109].

Kahn [1511].

keep [1069].

Kendo [2230].

kernel [1406].

Key [200, 201].

Keynote [103].

KGOL [794].

Kill [1072].

Kill-safe [1072].

kind [276, 2126].

Kingdom [2449].

KISS [1069].

Kleisli [129].

know [2141].

knowledge [59, 1714, 1007, 794].

L2 [1818, 2232].

Lacking [58].

LALR [1012].

LAM [900].

LAM/MPI [900].

lambda [976, 1774, 1744, 499, 1619].

lambda-calculus [1744].

Laminar [2306].

land [621].


Language-based [2360, 1501, 1450].

Language-independent [933, 1180, 1261].

Language-specific [706, 2383].

Languages [2443, 2449, 54, 41, 58, 657, 126, 60, 46, 394, 2155, 2165, 1196, 1311, 392, 100, 2444, 2406].
modularity [2177]. modularizing [2132].
modules [947, 2093, 140, 1910]. Modules
[412, 266, 411, 739, 1879, 409, 1440, 2201,
1622, 1623, 2417]. Modulo [2342, 2344].
MoJo [616]. molecular [1969]. monad
[146, 1443]. Monadic
[1140, 1452, 10, 713, 145, 2209, 1786, 1548].
Monads [633, 9, 2218, 1641, 643, 499].
Mordrian [681].
mortal [2342, 2344].
motor [2016]. Morto
[253]. Moro
[914, 915]. Morton
[914, 915]. Morton-order [332].
Morton-ordered [914, 915]. Mostly
[948, 775, 238, 691]. Mostly-Concurrent
[1048, 2328]. motivate [2156].
mouse [1922]. moving [2402]. MPI
[909, 910, 2279, 2278]. multicycle
[1533]. Mython
[2418].
multi 
[1533]. Mython
[2418].
multi-cluster [842]. Multi-core
[2262, 1831, 2281, 1996, 2350, 2243, 1783,
2392]. multi-cores [2259].
multi-dimensional [1381].
multi-dispatching [692]. multi-granular
[595]. multi-interfaces [2262].
multi-language [267, 1718]. multi-level
[1895, 1974, 77]. Multi-objective [756].
multi-place [2280]. multi-process [1324].
Multi-Processor [353]. Multi-return
[1138]. Multi-Stage [410]. multi-staged
[1517]. Multi-task [1102]. Multi-Threaded
[224, 1701, 2302, 1990, 1995, 804].
multi-tier [1332]. multicluster [819].
multicode [1225]. multicore [2275, 1997,
2381, 2334, 2019, 2351, 1993, 2236, 2296].
multicores [2352]. multidimensional
[169, 2017]. MultiJava [165, 946].
multimedia [75, 1841, 594]. multime
thods [1364]. Multiparadigm [221]. Multiparty
[218, 1951]. multiplayer [2254]. Multiple
[1907, 688, 2134, 1358, 1720, 165, 2375,
588, 1911, 1492, 2374, 2122, 2265, 87, 2370,
1399, 1644, 1290, 1609]. multiple-dispatch
[577]. multiprocessing [2229].
Multiprocessor
[186, 2294, 294, 1060, 1684, 2258, 2228, 2203].
multiprocessors
[1029, 1975, 1836, 903, 908, 2266, 2274, 1982].
Multitasking [448]. Multithreaded
[194, 232, 207, 2022, 2377, 576, 992, 2035, 905,
1547, 1810, 918, 331, 2276, 1783, 2111, 1092].
Multithreading
[206, 904, 778, 2320, 1682, 1281].
multivariate [1735]. musical [1235]. must
[1751]. Mutable [247]. mutandis [1329].
mutation [1988]. Mutatis [1329]. mutator
[2011]. mutators [1812]. mutual [1933].
MxYacc [1533]. Mython [2418].
nail [547]. Naked [476]. name
[970, 1892, 1961, 886, 961]. nameplate
[1442]. names [255, 649, 1728]. NAND
[1844]. nanopass [1149]. nanoscale
[1695, 2223]. narrowing [1446, 529].
narrowing-driven [1446, 529]. Native
[112, 1884, 113]. natural [630]. naturalistic
[967]. navigate [1372]. NB [2287].
NB-FEB [2287]. NDL [1096]. near
[1597]. near-optimal [1597]. necessity [649].
Need [427, 1612, 2148]. needs [592].
NePaTM [2285]. nesC [795]. Nested
[312, 44, 2268, 137, 341, 1706, 1644, 1256,
2285, 45]. nests [2275]. net [424]. netlists
[2097]. Network [657, 49, 366, 263, 1702,
342, 1387, 797, 676, 907, 1786, 1805, 2026,
2247, 337, 1095, 756, 1092, 1596].
network-on-chips [1805]. Networked
parametrized [2216]. ParaModel [2001].

parser [1533, 219, 1542, 1361]. Parse
[24, 890, 2215]. Parsing [18, 56, 95, 1122,
980, 8, 401, 620, 1555, 634, 1550, 749, 2397],
part [2145, 1487, 1540, 2017, 703]. Partial
[2451, 935, 941, 217, 2394]. Pascal-2000
[327]. passing [489, 767, 1750, 731]. Passive
[2448]. Path [2448]. PEPM '01.

Patience [101]. path [102]. path-sensitive
[1889, 1086, 2079, 2382, 1753]. path-based
[1056, 2441, 1756, 1142, 1077, 1685, 559, 2033,
623, 2394]. PASTE [470]. PASTE'01
[2448]. Path [1796, 203, 1717, 530, 302, 1056,
2441, 1756, 1142, 1077, 1685, 559, 2033,
1889, 1086, 2079, 2382, 1753]. path-based
[1077]. path-sensitive [2441, 559, 2033].
path_PRE [628]. paths [68, 1800, 1753].
Pattern [715, 2089, 406, 924, 1636, 693, 251,
1882, 2401, 2202, 1492, 779, 945, 2213, 522,
2127, 1224, 2398, 1852]. Pattern-matching
[715, 522]. Patterns [415, 320, 18, 56, 95, 401,
1355, 1367, 740, 1137, 2047, 620, 1400, 1460,
875, 2213, 522, 2105, 920, 1504, 1192, 572, 1462].
pause [761]. pay [1128]. PDG [2363].
PDG-based [2363]. Pearl [2185, 1442, 634,
149, 1865, 2081, 155, 1443, 1953, 1930, 134].
pears [1635]. pedagogy [2155, 2157].
peephole [1709, 1021]. Peer [345]. [51].
ACM [540]. apply [1131]. Architecture
[614]. C [2377, 2113]. CFL [1085].
Compiler [2143]. de [1631]. enter [1131].
frequency [1290]. garbage [1921]. GPCE
[1167, 1169]. HTML [749]. IP [1702].
irregular [2047]. J [1465]. leaving [921].
lustre [846]. ML [1727]. MPI [900].
optimize [1008]. SIGPLAN [2452].
software [850]. Pensieve [901]. people
pointers
Points
Points-to
Polish
PolyAML
PolyD
Polyhedral
Polymer
Polymorphic
Polymorphism
Polynomial
Pool
POPL
POPL'01
POPL'02
popular
Portland
Position
positing
Possibilities
Pre
Pre-computation
pre-execution
Pre-Tenuring
pre-allocation
Preceding
Precise
precisely
precision
precomputation
precondition
precomputation
preconditions
Predicate
predicated
Predicates
predication
predictability
predictable
Predicting
Prediction
prediction-based
predictive
Predictor
preemption
preemptive
Preference
Preference-directed
Preferences
prefetching
Prefetch
prefetching
prefix
Preliminary
prepaging
presence
preservation
preserves
preserving
pressure
Pretenuring
preventing
Price
primacy
primitive
primitives
Principal
principles
Print
priorities
prioritized
Priority
priorities
prioritize
proactively
Probabilistic
Probabilistic
privacy
proactive
PRISM
proactively
Problems
procedural
procedures
Proceedings
procedural
procedure
pre
preferential
preferences
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Procrastination

Profile-Guided

Profile-driven

Profile-driven

Profile-promoted

Profile-promoted

Profile-guided

Program

Programming

Profiled

Profiled

Profile-driven

Profiles

Profiling

Proof-guided

Proof-guided
Restructure [1614]. Restructuring [240].
Resultant [1013]. results [729, 2287].
Retargetable [587, 1114, 1112].
retargeting [1570].
retrieval [1176]. retrofitting [1970, 497].
retrospect [1033]. Retrospective [1041, 1042, 1036, 1062, 2169]. return [1138].
reusable [1209, 2127, 1265]. Reuse [205, 2431, 2146, 970, 814, 1119, 868, 1545, 700, 1084, 328, 244]. reusing [1714].
revealed [149]. Reverse [1267, 1570, 104, 632].
school [2406]. science [2141, 2145, 1204]. scientific [2431, 2059].
SCOOP [902]. Scope [407, 1465, 1427, 2415]. scoped [864, 762, 1758, 1645]. SCOPES’02 [385].
SCR [1602]. Scrap [1442, 779, 1153, 1444, 1733]. Scratch [414].
Scratchpad [1843, 1842]. Scripting [870, 2379, 2388, 521, 1490]. scripts [2414].
search-while-load [1844]. searches [1082]. Searching [1133, 1808]. Second
thermal [1605], Thin [1057, 1779], things [2141, 517, 543, 708], third [1469, 2186], third-party [1469], Thorn [2379], thoughts [2159], Thread [766, 195, 1793, 375, 224, 2043, 1798, 2233, 1449, 1073, 2286, 1097, 659, 1547, 2393, 898, 1410, 1596], thread-level [1073, 2286, 659, 898], Thread-local [766], Thread-modular [1793], Thread-Specific [224], Threaded [224, 1614, 2075, 1701, 2302, 1900, 1995, 804], threading [1391, 1681, 1995], Threads [1390, 2173, 1981, 2024, 1786, 672, 1139, 1281, 671, 1092], threats [1741], three [2169, 2403], three-year [2169], threshold [618], throughout [2142], throughput [1830, 676, 1894], throw [928], thumb [599], tier [1332], TIL [1055], tiled [1686, 1806], Time [297, 348, 781, 186, 375, 840, 859, 2359, 1029, 1819, 839, 743, 1415, 1367, 878, 1060, 821, 464, 158, 1115, 956, 569, 1511, 1030, 836, 1939, 1510, 559, 762, 744, 617, 1252, 761, 1399, 634, 1550, 2341, 1241, 531, 1062, 2072, 581, 1820, 865, 1102, 944, 1099, 656, 1828, 2413, 968, 618, 300, 162, 1054, 2044, 1002, 1416, 1657, 1826, 2012, 2017, 2350, 142, 1116, 1724, 1576, 1108, 802, 452, 820, 1028, 1834, 416, 1354, 799, 1349, 1816, 2345, 844, 175, 844, 347], time-analysis [1367], time-bound [531], time- portable [1819], Time-triggered [840], timebombs [1676], timely [2302], timeout [334], times [683], Timestamp [185], Timestamped [302], timing [1835, 357], Tina [1345], tiny [1423, 664], TinyOS [1400], Tired [1356], TLC [1715], TMS320C6000 [364], Tokens [95, 96], Tolerance [208, 1681], tolerant [1695, 1773], Tolerating [2108, 2270], tomography [1989], TOOL [1231, 41, 46, 186, 1346, 1257, 154, 1461, 807, 104, 1964, 1067, 355, 1224, 1849, 1862, 2003, 547, 28], Tool-Oriented [46], Tools [470, 2448, 533, 1229, 1648, 1829, 1384, 1652, 1759, 2400, 1098, 2389, 1053, 850], toolsuite [1168], top [1550, 2215], top-down [1550, 2215], topics [2133], Topology [2290], Trace [710, 226, 2341, 1475, 1915, 2340, 1103], Trace-based [2341, 1103], TraceBack [1385], traces [727, 1477], Tracing [2356, 2074, 2249], tracked [1339], Tracking [1905, 2191, 665, 1714, 2370, 1276, 2231, 1284], trade [569], trade-off [569], Tradeoffs [1707, 665], trading [1980, 1952], train [764], traits [936, 1892, 1253], TRANSACT [2007], transaction [1831, 1791, 2355], transaction-aware [1791], transaction-level [2355], Transactional [2271, 1627, 2073, 658, 1933, 1553, 2368, 1551, 1705, 1707, 2420, 1704, 2288, 2235, 2314, 1921, 2042, 2205, 1269, 2170, 1658, 2253, 2351, 2315, 1706, 2113, 2267, 1591, 2285, 2254], Transactions [1893, 2268, 957, 1552, 2293, 1932, 2269], Transactors [1330], transducer [1577], transfer [1908, 1592, 971], transfers [1595], Transform [438, 1061], transformation [501, 148, 1634, 1854, 1332, 1696, 973, 1259], Transformations [7, 1167, 2242, 1822, 972, 1238, 926, 1333, 509, 1343, 2391, 2389, 2119, 352], transformers [146, 1443], Transforming [925, 77], transforms [1395], Transition [1325, 1926], transitions [722], transitive [1678], Translating [827, 1141, 536], Translation [70, 107, 668, 1909, 2083, 1614, 2241, 2263, 1859, 1405, 1767, 1929, 166], translation-based [1405], translational [1541], translator [1821, 283, 284], Transparent [112, 1399, 63, 113, 2389, 2038, 1739, 2103], Transport [845], Trap [196], traversal [458], treat [1000], Tree [240, 1336, 1555, 1333, 1504, 1007].

trivial [624]. trusted [666]. TTA [846].
tunable [2292]. tuning [1847]. tunneling [1066]. TwinDrivers [2247].

TwinDrivers [2247]. Twin
[109, 411, 2084, 1972, 1168, 1895, 1930].
two-dimensional [1972]. Two-Edge [109].
Two-Level [411, 1168, 1895]. two-stage [2084].


Type-safe [250].

Type-based [409, 81, 2327, 2429].
type-containment [1438]. type-directed [976, 1055]. type-error [1808].

Type-indexed [268]. type-inference [1438]. Type-preserving [2025, 260, 1774, 2070].

Type-Safe [405, 410, 778, 1868, 134, 497, 2127, 2038].

type-theoretic [1134, 1960]. typechecking [994, 640, 946, 2104].


typeful [926, 893]. Types [489, 421, 1142, 777, 2206, 1143, 411, 1729, 488, 2216, 784, 536, 696, 737, 821, 1770, 137, 1314, 1660, 147, 555, 951, 1901, 1858, 977, 1144, 1800, 269, 456, 1951, 130, 1502, 1889, 1455, 1456, 2089, 877, 1439, 2176, 1495, 1594, 2408, 2201, 1908, 2085, 871, 1431, 2128, 1871, 1515, 2211, 2175, 2023, 266, 1063, 511, 873, 2196, 132, 1522, 975, 1504, 1639, 420, 983, 733].

typings [996, 1440].


unanticipated [1892]. unbinding [1728].

Unbounded [1705]. uncertain [1052].

unchecked [1481]. uncomputation [1696].

uncooperative [773]. uncovering [1484, 1918]. undefined [1905].

underapproximation [1324]. underapproximation-widening [1324].

Undergraduate [320, 321, 2143, 2146, 2162].


undue [2366]. unfolding [1003].

Unification [66, 411, 1620].

Unification-based [66, 1620]. Unified [307, 2043, 1127, 1414].

Uniform [18, 19, 1651, 1485, 492, 674]. unify [1244].

Unifying [2197, 1227]. Unimo [1641].

union [1594]. uniprocessor [1414]. unique [2081].

uniqueness [1337]. unit [1213, 1266]. unit-testing [1213].

United [2449]. Units [60, 59, 1605, 1623].

universal [873, 1065]. universe [1908]. University [552].

unlocking [1109].

unrealized [1712]. unreliable [1330].

unrestricted [1556]. unrolling [2057].

unsafe [1564, 2121]. unshared [2072].

unsplittting [2349]. untangled [459]. until [517].

untrusted [258]. Update [878, 1336, 1333, 1804]. update-conscious [1804].

updates [2064, 716, 164, 2302, 2301, 1589].

Updating [286, 1557, 1931, 1329]. upgrade [2119].

upgrades [958]. upon [1328]. Upper [1419].

upward [2186]. urban [2414]. USA
[319, 2444, 2448, 2450]. usage
[2115, 493, 1874, 735, 514, 781, 1116]. Use
[2156, 914, 915, 1277, 792, 1534, 615, 2428, 572]. used [1920]. useful [91]. User
[1892, 1873, 908, 884, 1976]. user-centred [884]. User-changeable [1892].
[1778, 1703]. Using
using [451, 1079, 711, 73, 1265, 1342, 248, 1070, 2422, 1462, 1089, 2254, 1481]. Utah
[2448, 2450]. utilization [743, 2264].
Utilizing [196]. uu [127, 126].

Valgrind [1777]. Validating [1256].
Validation
[412, 2432, 2227, 70, 1862, 1924, 2328, 2238]. validators [1929]. validity [782]. Value
[198, 868, 197, 1905, 1877, 573, 1813, 558, 999, 2194, 1594, 868, 961, 671].
Value-Centric [197]. value-flow [1813]. valued [248]. values [255, 2212].
Vancouver [2445]. vanish [632]. variable
[1405, 67, 853]. Variables
[310, 1475, 1038, 688]. Variance [1740].
Variant [1889, 1660]. variants [512]. VDM
vector [523, 590]. Vectorization
[1075, 1562]. Velodrome [2035]. Verifiable
[2318, 1529]. Verification
[2168, 2328]. verifier [2213]. verifiers
[1630]. Verifying
[2115, 2179, 1505, 2207, 248, 1070, 1370].
Verilog [12]. Verischemelog [12]. version
[1931]. version-consistent [1931].
versioning [2394, 266]. versus
[790, 826, 1252, 755]. vertical [1471]. Very
[15, 1730, 896, 834, 1213]. via
views [949, 1441, 1615, 270]. violation
[1370, 2224, 1368]. violations [1677]. Virgil
virtualization
virtualization-based [1970]. virtualized
[1972, 2248]. viruses [518]. visibility [1892].
visitation [867]. Visitor [458, 2127].
VISTA [611, 2167]. visual
Visualisation [1221, 1187, 704].
Visualising [764]. visualization
[1178, 1245, 460, 1762]. visualizing
[2099, 1989, 1262]. visually [521]. VLIW
[364, 1833, 602, 605, 858, 1032, 1605, 606, 1825, 1837]. VLSI [1754, 506]. VM
[2380, 2301, 1801]. VM-centric [2301].
voices [2403]. voltage [1818, 1604, 1567, 1102, 593, 1290, 799, 1417, 1817, 347].
voltage/frequency [1290]. volume [2014].
vs [774, 342, 1205, 187, 188, 1473, 2177, 1131, 1034]. vulnerabilities [1772]. VYRD
[1370].

W [708]. wait [954]. walks [1972]. wall
[2392]. WAN [684]. wanders [1744]. want
[637]. watermarking [1077, 985]. way
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See also input algorithm in [1, 1041], and a faster output algorithm in [?2] and [?2b]. IBM S/360 algorithms in [?1] for both IEEE 754 and S/360 formats, and a twenty-year retrospective in [1042].

In electronic mail dated Wed, 27 Jun 1990 11:55:36 EDT, Guy Steele reported that an intrepid pre-SIGPLAN 90 conference implementation of what is stated in the paper revealed 3 mistakes:

1. Table 5 (page 124):
   insert $k \leftarrow 0$ after assertion, and also delete $k \leftarrow 0$ from Table 6.

2. Table 9 (page 125):
   for $-1$:USER!(""");
   substitute $-1$:USER!("0");
   and delete the comment.

3. Table 10 (page 125):
   for fill(-k, "0")
   substitute fill(-k-1, "0")
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